
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

  

 

THE 
HUNGRY 
GAMES 
 
 
 
DURATION 
180 minutes 
 
REQUIREMENTS 
Flat, grassed open space 
 
GUEST NOS. 
10 - 168 guests 
 
 

Inspired by the Hunger Games phenomenon, this event allows your 
teams to step into the world of arena survival! Pitted against your 
colleagues, can your team members muster all their target, combat and 
bush survival skills to triumph for their district? 
 

In order to win, your teams (or districts) must firstly sharpen their Weapons Skills with Axe 
Throwing, Spear Making & a Combat Archery Tournament played with specially designed 
bows, facemasks and patented foam-tipped arrows. This is not only static target practice, but 
also pits you against moving targets that shoot back at you!  
Teams will scramble to earn points and additional equipment for the 2nd half of the event… 
 

Which sees teams assemble the best Hungry Games team camp possible consisting of 
waterproof shelters, live fires and warm drinks. Teams must first of all create a structure to 
keep them dry during a torrential downpour (water included!), and also achieve a sustainable 
fire using one of three traditional methods that will also make a warm drink for each member 
of the team. 
 

For a longer event, you can even upgrade to include bread baking or raft building as part of 
the challenge. A unique and exhilarating experience, this event will definitely leave you 
hungry for more! 
 

“It was brilliant and Graeme and the team were fantastic” Zuora 
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THE EVENT 
The activities are challenging and fun yet will require skill, strategy and action. All tasks are 
demonstrated and supervised by our experienced instructors, with two distinct set of 
challenges to be learnt by each tribe: 
 

Weapons Training: 
 

Axe Throwing 
Under the guidance of our instructors, guests will use our lightweight resin axes with the aim 
of consistently hitting the centre of the target boss, for maximum effect! 
 

Spear Building & Throwing 
Using pine resin glue, feathers & cordage to adapt your spears, teams will be tasked with 
displaying their deadly accuracy to impress our instructors… 
 

Combat Archery 
Taking place amid the specially laid out combat arena, teams will try to score points by hitting 
the opposing team members in a live ‘game’! Once kitted up in safety gear and briefed on the 
safe use of the archery equipment, teams (or districts) will compete in a series of matches 
aiming to either capture the flag or be the last team standing! 
 

Survival Training: 
 

District Shelter Building 
Can the teams create a wind proof structure from their materials to keep the entire team dry 
during a downpour? Water is included! 
 

Fire Making 
Achieving a sustainable fire capable of cooking bread and boiling water for the team drinks 
sounds easy…but we’ll see who goes hungry. 
 

THE WINNERS 
Who will be satisfied with a win and who will be left feeling empty? Once the teams have 
demonstrated their weapons skills, our Hungry Games judges will rate each camp before 
awarding the victorious winners their team prizes! 
 
ADD THAT SOMETHING EXTRA… 
 
Bread Baking Challenge - £150 plus VAT per team 
Extend your Hungry Games experience by adding a 15-20-minute Bread Baking element to 
the camp. Teams will earn ingredients, pan baking equipment and instructions.  
 
 
 
 
 

THE HUNGERY GAMES  


